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Fast and accurate batch  
data services for law firms.
Tracers batch processing delivers high-volume results in one search.

Access large amounts of information for fast 
legal research. 

 » People searches.
 » Reverse phone directory.
 » Vehicle searches.
 » Bankruptcy records, liens, and judgments.
 » Property records.
 » Deceased records.
 » Asset records. 
 » More.

Tracers batch processing services for legal providers allow for quick data collection with 
high-volume searches. Our batch services can process thousands of searches at once to 
sift through our extensive database of over 42 billion public records, providing you with 
the data most specific to your case. For legal professionals handling bankruptcy cases, 
class-action suits or mass torts, batch processing helps you reduce busywork and focus 
your efforts on winning your case. 

Access and search address and address history, relationship reports, landline and 
cell numbers, and driving registration information. You can also batch search criminal 
records, property records, asset records to get the data you need.

Reduce busywork and increase billable hours. 
Batch processing services for legal professionals allow you to avoid the time and cost 
associated with performing individual searches or manual investigation with automation 
and provide you with accurate and reliable results in just a few seconds. Searches 
available with batch processing include:

Quickly get information Save time Save money
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